. A major consequence of these changes has been the wide realization that present photochemical models underestimate the observed ozone abundance in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere. The recent, thorough analysis of Froidevaux et al. [1985] clearly demonstrates that deficiencies still exist in our knowledge of the chemical mechanisms responsible for the observed high-altitude ozone abundance. In addition, the analysis of Frederick et al. [1984] concluded that the problem would best be removed by an increased source of odd oxygen as opposed to a reduced sink. Several potential mechanisms for increasing the atmospheric odd oxygen production rate exist. These involve reactions of excited states [Mitchell and Zemansky, 1971 ] and dissociation of molecular oxygen isotopes [Cicerone and McCrumb, 1980; Blake et al., 1984] . However, quantitative analyses of these processes generally show that the enhanced odd oxygen production at stratospheric and mesospheric altitudes is negligible in comparison to the background source from the Herzberg continuum and SchumannRunge bands of 0:. This paper examines two potential sources of odd oxygen that have not received attention in previous atmospheric studies. These involve dissociation of the metastable a•Ag and b•Eg + states of molecular oxygen. The objectives of this work are (1) to assess the likelihood that these dissociations take place, given information from molecular physics, airglow observations, and atmospheric chemistry, and (2) to define the conditions under which these processes could be significant in comparison to dissociation of ground state O: in the Herzberg continuum and the Schumann-Runge bands. One must 
[O•(b•Z.+)] = {k6[O(•D)][O•] + %[O•]}/{J(•Z) + + qb(N2)[N2] + qb(O2)[O2] + qa(CO2)[CO2] + qb(O3)[O3]} (2)
Equation ( 
